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ABSTRACT: Between 1960 and 2000 Australia witnessed four waves of
“cult controversy.” This article provides a historical overview of these con-
troversies. The four historical vignettes presented demonstrate the signifi-
cance of Australia in the wider global history of the “cult wars” and some of
the local societal reactions occasioned by various home grown and inter-
national new religious movements that have proved controversial. This
article identifies a series of the key episodes and periods that might serve as
historical landmarks for the writing of a more fulsome history of new reli-
gions in Australia, introduces to a scholarly audience some of the important
individuals involved in these Australian controversies, and highlights the
key new religions and cult-watching groups whose interactions have col-
lectively shaped the Australian societal response over this period.
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A s has been the case in other countries, over the past half-century
Australia has played host to a series of “cult controversies” about
new religions, yet these remain a surprisingly understudied phe-

nomenon.1 Since the early 1980s a handful of sociologists and religious
studies scholars have written periodic surveys of contemporary research
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and synoptic overviews of the social construction of the “cult problem” in
Australia.2 However, nothing approaching a diachronic historical survey
has yet been undertaken, and aside from a handful of passing references
little has been published pertaining to the cult-watching groups of var-
ious stripes that have existed in Australia since the 1960s.3 In this article
I propose that the history of “cult controversies” in Australia can be
broken down into at least four waves of controversy.4 In providing a nar-
rative overview of each of these periods I have a threefold purpose. First,
I identify a series of key episodes that might serve as historical landmarks
for the writing of a more fulsome history of new religions in Australia.
Second, I introduce to a scholarly audience some of the important in-
dividuals—adherents, cult awareness activists, journalists, politicians,
and churchmen—who have become combatants in various skirmishes
in the Australian theater of what scholars have dubbed the “cult wars.”5

Third, I highlight some of the key new religions and cult-watching
groups whose interactions have collectively shaped Australian “cult con-
troversies” from the early 1960s until around the year 2000. In doing this
I demonstrate that, far from being of marginal interest, Australia has
often been an internationally significant, but largely overlooked, locale
in the global “cult wars.”

THE FIRST WAVE: SCIENTOLOGISTS UNDER THE BED
(1960–1972)

Internationally, the best-known Australian cult controversy involves
the Church of Scientology in early 1960s Melbourne. A series of com-
plaints about the activities of the Hubbard Association of Scientologists
International and related Scientology organizations, from members of
the mainline churches, mental health sector, the tabloid media, and the
Australian Labor Party, led to the establishment of an official board of
inquiry into Scientology by the Parliament of the State of Victoria in 1963.
Hearing evidence between late 1963 and 1964, the “Anderson Inquiry,”
headed by Queen’s Counsel Kevin Victor Anderson (1912–1999), insti-
gated legislative bans on the practice of Scientology in Victoria in 1965,
followed by Western Australia (1968), and South Australia (1969).6 What
is less known about these events is that they produced what was arguably
the world’s first cult-awareness group—the Committee for Mental Health
and National Security—the brainchild of disgraced self-proclaimed
Australian Labor Party publicist Phillip Wearne (1925–1970) in his per-
sonal vendetta against Scientology.7 It also witnessed some of the first
stirrings of what has proven to be an enduring conflict between
Scientology and sectors of the Australian mental health establishment—
personified by the active role played in the inquiry by psychiatrist Eric
Cunningham Dax (1908–2008).
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Following an acrimonious correspondence with Scientology founder
L. Ron Hubbard (1911–1986) and a break with Scientology in early
1963, Wearne, a talented comic book illustrator and petty criminal
turned failed entrepreneur, began to inform all and sundry about the
purported danger posed by Scientology. Wearne blamed Scientology for
his financial woes and sued them in the Victorian Supreme Court claim-
ing they had “brainwashed” him; Scientology settled out of court.8 He
lobbied his former political connections and produced periodicals
including a short-lived magazine entitled Probe in which he promoted
claims, later repeated during the Anderson Inquiry, that Scientology was
trying “to take over control of the Commonwealth Government.”9 The
truth of the matter seems more prosaic: media reports from just prior to
his break with Scientology, as well as Wearne’s checkered history, sug-
gest that his overblown claims about Scientology’s subversive intent
reveal much about the nature of his Committee for Mental Health and
National Security and the conservative Cold War social climate in which
this group emerged.

Wearne officially formed the Committee for Mental Health and
National Security on 3 December 1963. Drawing heavily on Cold War
fears, this group became the first cult-awareness group to bridge fears of
political subversion and communist “brainwashing”—popularized by
the Korean War and in popular culture through films such as The
Manchurian Candidate (1962)—and concerns about Scientology through
its short-lived publication Reality.10 Wearne also courted influential fig-
ures in the mental health establishment, including the chairman of
Victoria’s Mental Health Authority, Eric Cunningham Dax, who claimed
during the Anderson Inquiry that Scientologists “brainwashed” their
adherents.11

Wearne’s publications and declassified intelligence files paint a clear
picture of the actions he undertook, both as a witness before the
Anderson Inquiry but also more widely through his extensive media
campaign against Scientology and reporting of Scientologists and others
he suspected of subversion to various sectors of the Australian security
services—who, it is fair to say, considered Wearne a less than reliable
informant.12 These publications also highlight the strategies Wearne
used, chief among which was seeking moral and material support from
the mental health sector for his campaign. Publication costs were par-
tially met by advertising, including from psychiatric drug manufacturers.
Despite having no formal qualifications, Wearne was even able to pres-
ent on the topic of Scientology at the 1965 annual meeting of the local
branch of the British Psychological Society at the University of
Tasmania.13

Aside from Wearne’s tireless self-promotion and activism, the
Committee for Mental Health and National Security existed more-or-
less “in name only.”14 After the successful campaign against Scientology
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during the Anderson Inquiry and (allegedly) alerting overseas govern-
ments in Rhodesia and New Zealand regarding Scientology’s activities,
the Committee faded into obscurity.15 Before his untimely death in 1970,
Wearne briefly re-emerged in the late 1960s to claim in a sworn affidavit
that his activities against Scientology had been covertly financed by the
United States’ Central Intelligence Agency.16 The Committee for Mental
Health and National Security more-or-less disappeared following
Wearne’s death, last appearing on the public record producing a single
rambling anti-fluoridation pamphlet in the early 1970s, more akin to
similar literature circulating among conspiracy-driven fringe groups on
the political far right than overseas anticult groups that formed in the
1970s.17

The Australian Scientology controversy of the late 1960s and the
Committee for Mental Health and National Security were representative
of Cold War era fears regarding perceived threats to social decency,
political subversion, and consumer protection from alleged medical
quackery, rather than later explicitly “cult” controversies. The topic of
religion per se was absent until late in the Anderson Inquiry and was only
a minor consideration in subsequent parliamentary debates.18 The state
parliamentary debates during the late 1960s placed greater emphasis on
the undesirability of banning organizations, with Australian Labor Party
politicians who opposed the legislation—some of whom were dual-ticket
holders who at various times simultaneously held membership of the
Labor party and the Communist Party of Australia—comparing anti-
Scientology legislation to Prime Minister Gordon Menzies’ (1894–
1978) failed attempts to have the communist party banned during the
1950s. Anderson himself drew the same analogy and, despite being
a staunch anti-communist, also warned Victorian legislators about the
misplaced sympathy that he believed proscribing Scientology was likely
to occasion.19

Scientology responded to what it viewed as unfair attacks by compiling
extensive “False Report Corrections” files against Wearne and other oppo-
nents, and commenced a campaign against what it viewed as a vast con-
spiracy against it, targeting in particular the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation. Scientology found ready allies in the Australian Labor Party
who, while generally unsympathetic to Scientology itself, shared its con-
cerns about the politicization of various intelligence services and sought to
curtail these security agencies.20 From the late 1960s into the 1980s
Scientologists joined political parties, protested outside of Australian
embassies abroad, and campaigned for Freedom of Information and
tighter intelligence accountability legislation. Thanks in large part to
political allies amongst the left-faction of the Labor party, Scientology
eventually had itself declared a “religion” by Attorney General and later
High Court Justice Lionel Murphy (1922–1986) in early 1973, exploiting
a loophole in the original anti-Scientology legislation that made such laws
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unenforceable. Anti-Scientology laws were quickly overturned in South
Australia and Western Australia. No convictions were ever recorded.21

The Scientologists—still ostensibly illegal in three states at the begin-
ning of the 1970s—became far less controversial as the decade wound
on, and achieved piecemeal legal recognition for various exemptions
permitted to recognized religious groups, culminating in a famous 1983
High Court victory—Church of the New Faith v Comissioner for Pay-roll Tax
(Vic).22 Despite these gains, however, the heavy-handed legislation of
state governments had galvanized the first generation of Australian
Scientologists into effective community organizers against religious
intolerance.

THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN CULT PANIC (1974–1983)

With the 1972 election of the progressive Australian Labor Party
Government of Gough Whitlam (1916–2014), the largely isolated
Scientology controversy of the late 1960s subsided. However, with the
belated flowering of the Australian counterculture in the late 1960s,
anti-Vietnam War sentiment, and the burgeoning of a growing youth
culture, an increasing number of young Australians (the “baby boomers”)
followed international trends and began to rebel against the more con-
servative values of their parents.23 Beginning with the visit of Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi (1918–2008) on the coattails of Beatlemania in 1967, a series
of new religions that were to prove controversial internationally began to
arrive in Australia and win young converts. The response from parents was
predictable, leading to the formation of the first enduring parent-based
Australian cult-awareness group and the importation of the controversial
practice of deprogramming. In response, the besieged new religions even-
tually banded together to form the Better Family Relations Association,
which sought to highlight the threat of deprogramming and win support
in the media and parliament. The first parent-driven cult-awareness
groups in Australia emerged in the mid-1970s initially in response to two
groups: the Universal Brotherhood commune, found in rural Western
Australia, and the Children of God, which was nation-wide. However,
parents concerned about their children’s involvement with the
International Society for Krishna Consciousness and the Divine Light
Mission, and later Ananda Marga and the Unification Church, followed
toward the end of the 1970s and into the early 1980s.

The Universal Brotherhood commune was established in 1971 and
emerged from the wider channelled visions and New Age apocalyptic
portents of Fred Robinson, a prophet and religious seeker in his eight-
ies. Robinson had deep roots in Theosophy, Rosicrucianism, and numer-
ous other alternative social and political movements dating back to the
Great Depression, when his Queensland cane farm had undergone
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foreclosure.24 In the late 1960s Robinson embarked on one last tour as
an itinerant speaker, warning about impending environmental and
nuclear catastrophe. Robinson’s themes touched on the Zeitgeist of late
1960s Australia and he soon began to attract large crowds of counter-
cultural youths at various events across Australia—including an estimated
crowd of 10,000 at the 1973 Aquarius Festival in Nimbin, New South
Wales, a watershed of the counter-culture in Australia.25 By the early
1970s the media had cast Robinson as a “pop guru,” though other articles
implied something more sinister, one calling him the “pied piper of the
outback” as a number of young people began to flock to the commune.26

Setting up communities in rural Western Australia, the group attracted
youths who were drawn to Robinson’s New Age message of back-to-the-
land self-sufficiency, vegetarianism, alternative medicine, and a rejection
of the conservative status quo.

Universal Brotherhood quickly attracted the ire of parents of young
members, most of whom were aged in their early twenties. These parents
believed that their children had been recruited under false pretenses
and were being taken advantage of by the group. Chief among them was
Rupert Horwood (1922–1987), whose twenty-five-year-old daughter had
left her family in Melbourne in early 1974 with two friends to join the
commune after hearing one of Robinson’s public lectures. Concerned
about his daughter’s well-being and mental health, Horwood wrote to
Universal Brotherhood leaders several times to no avail. By June of 1974,
Horwood was penning long itemized letters attacking the Brotherhood’s
beliefs and practices, noting his consultation of “experts overseas,” and
expressing his intention to devote all his time and energy to expose the
group following his impending retirement.27 Matters soon escalated,
and when Horwood travelled to Western Australia in October 1974 he
became involved in an altercation with members of the commune. From
that point onward Horwood became an implacable opponent of what he
called the “pseudo-religious cults,” and commenced a personal crusade
against these groups.

By 1975 Horwood had begun writing to state and federal parliamen-
tarians about his concerns, demanding government action. Horwood’s
concerns reached their apogee in late March when his daughter’s
already fragile mental health took a downward turn, she departed from
the group, and was voluntarily admitted to a psychiatric hospital back in
Melbourne.28 Horwood’s response was swift and decisive. He published
letters to the editor in major daily newspapers across the country and
wrote at length to numerous politicians about the “cult problem.”
Horwood became an implacable one-man campaigner against what he
viewed as the abuses of the new religions, and he formed the Citizens
Freedom Association. Over the period from 1975 to 1983 Horwood was
the most vocal proponent and distributor of secular anticult material
that originated from similar groups in the United States, and he was
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a focal point for parents seeking information or support when their
children joined new religions. Horwood’s investigations in attempts to
extract his daughter also led to his introduction to another man who was
concerned about these new religions—Catholic priest Father Barry
Tobin.

Tobin first became interested in the “cult problem” in 1974, during
his chaplaincy work at a hospital in Fairfield, Melbourne, where a nurse
introduced him to Horwood. Tobin became involved in the Citizens
Freedom Association, and the two men became the nucleus around
which the various figures of the early cult-awareness movement in
Australia orbited.29 The Children of God became the target of their first
joint campaigns.

In efforts to escape the negative media, the mobilization of early
anticult groups, and the possibility of a wider crackdown in the United
States, the first missionaries from the Children of God arrived in Sydney
in 1972. They initially settled in trendy inner-city Bohemian enclaves,
and over the next two years set up colonies and recruited new members
in various Australian cities. At first, local evangelical Christians and the
media greeted these missionaries with little suspicion and even a degree
of curiosity.30 However, owing to international developments and local
conditions, within a year of their arrival the missionaries’ honeymoon
period was wearing off. Reports from Christians overseas and further
inquiries by local evangelicals resulted in a media campaign against the
Children of God in religious papers, beginning March 1973.31 Negative
material, largely distributed by Horwood, Tobin, and their allies, formed
the basis of later articles, which appeared with increasing frequency in
the wider media from 1975 to 1978.32

Together with internal changes in the Children of God—particularly
the expansion of flirty fishing in 197433—this media campaign led to
political concern being voiced in both state and federal parliaments,
particularly in the New South Wales Legislative Assembly, where
Liberal Party parliamentarian Tim Moore called repeatedly and unsuc-
cessfully for a judicial inquiry.34 These political concerns and extensive
media coverage culminated in late 1976 with a police raid on Children of
God communes for suspected immigration violations. Although no
charges were laid and no members were deported, the group did become
more scattered.35 Furthermore, that year Ted Patrick (b. 1930) visited
Australia and attempted the first recorded local deprogramming against
an American Children of God missionary. The missionary dramatically
escaped Patrick by jumping out of a motel lavatory window.36

Meanwhile, lobbying by the Citizens Freedom Association—by then
known as the Association for Exposing Pseudo-Religious Cults—of both
state and federal parliaments raised wider concerns. Politicians later
tabled a number of petitions about the “cult threat” in parliament and
expressed sympathy for parents.37 However, politicians acknowledged
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that as long as such groups were not violating any state or federal laws it
was inappropriate for them to do more.38 No government was willing to
legislate or instigate greater official scrutiny of new religions, despite
ongoing pressure to establish official investigations. Declassified archival
documents amply demonstrate that behind the scenes several govern-
ment departments, as well as the intelligence services, were monitoring
the activities of different groups and implementing less coercive mea-
sures that fell within the bounds of the existing statutory framework.39

The failure of earlier anti-Scientology legislation was still fresh in mind,
and, despite serious concerns about Ananda Marga, Malcolm Fraser’s
(1930–2015) Federal Liberal Party Government (1975–1983) recog-
nized that any anticult legislation could theoretically fall foul of the
prevailing judicial interpretation of Section 116 of the Australian
Constitution.40 Out of frustration and desperation, a handful of parents
turned to deprogramming to extract their adult offspring from the new
religions.

Deprogramming in Australia never reached the same levels that it
did in other countries. The number of documented cases are few, and
only two, those of a Hare Krishna and a Unificationist, proceeded to trial
and no convictions were recorded.41 Be this as it may, new religions were
aware of what was transpiring overseas. Led by Melbourne Scientologist
and social worker Eva Ross, members of several new religions formed
a loose coalition—the Better Family Relations Association—to defend
themselves against hostile media, to highlight the threat deprogram-
ming posed to civil liberties, and to call for a more irenic and
dialogue-based approach to resolving family religious discord. The
Better Family Relations Association also included a handful of sympa-
thetic civil libertarians, including former deputy Prime Minister turned
counter-culture enthusiast Jim Cairns (1914–2003) and Christian clergy-
men such as Jesuit sociologist Father Noel Ryan (1916–1993). While its
fortunes were mixed, in the late 1970s this coalition lobbied politicians to
defend the civil liberties of members of new religions, and proved suc-
cessful in dividing political opinion on the “cult menace.”42 Moreover, at
least one psychologist concerned about civil liberties, Michael Ross, raised
concerns independently in social science periodicals and subsequently
undertook a series of psychometric assessment studies of members of new
religions in response to the excesses of deprogrammers.43

Driven predominantly by activist Scientologists, the Better Family
Relations Association began, like similar groups overseas, to distribute
an alleged “Deprogramming Manual” (later suggested to be a forgery),44

denounced local cult-awareness groups to politicians, and publicly chal-
lenged the same groups to disown the controversial practice of depro-
gramming and instead adopt an approach that sought greater concord
between youths who joined new religions and their parents. As in the
United Kingdom, this strategy—among other factors—drove a wedge
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into the nascent cult-awareness movement in Australia, particularly as
significant moral weight was given to their cause by Better Family
Relations Association members such as the scholarly Ryan and other
respected churchmen, and independently by the psychologist and civil
libertarian Ross.

In this heated atmosphere some cult-awareness activists, notably
Horwood and Tobin, eventually denounced forced deprogram-
mings—though others continued to engage in the practice. Tobin’s
about-face came belatedly, after he narrowly escaped civil liabilities in
April 1977 for his role in an attempted deprogramming of a Hare
Krishna woman. Tobin’s days as a self-appointed cult buster were num-
bered and his involvement in the failed deprogramming proved his
undoing and brought media opprobrium to bear on the developing
Australian cult-awareness movement. While Tobin remained defiant
and continued to comment publicly on the new religions into the
1980s, according to later reports he was sanctioned by Archbishop of
Melbourne Frank Little (1925–2008). After his acquittal, Tobin’s activ-
ism eventually faded into obscurity—outside of media reports that con-
tinued to cite the 1977 case as an example of religious bigotry.45

Horwood proved more difficult to sideline even after he denounced
forced deprogramming, and he continued his public denunciation of
the cults into the 1980s, albeit as a solo-activist who distanced himself
from the Association for Exposing Pseudo-Religious Cults. This group
found itself reeling from a 1978 serial exposé in the controversial pro-
gressive newspaper Nation Review and appears to have disbanded by the
early 1980s. While other figures in the Australian cult-awareness move-
ment were important in other ways, the effective marginalization of
Tobin and Horwood prevented the early parent-driven cult-awareness
groups from ever achieving more than mild political censure of new
religions. Regardless, between 1978 and 1983—in the wake of
Jonestown on 18 November 1978 and wider controversies surrounding
Ananda Marga and the Unification Church46—cult-awareness groups
were still able to monopolize media coverage of new religions and attract
sporadic support from politicians and concerned clergy. Ultimately the
Better Family Relations Association’s lobbying strategy proved more
effective, and a change of federal government in early 1983, followed
by the Scientology High Court win later that year, saw the end of what
this article has called the “Great Australian Cult Panic.”

KIDS IN CULTS (1986–1996)

With the 1983 High Court decision on Scientology, other new reli-
gions were sanguine. While isolated cult controversies continued in the
early 1980s—most notably over the Rajneesh movement community in
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Fremantle, Western Australia47—in general, concerns temporarily
abated, and previously hostile mainstream media began to run more
human-interest stories on various groups.48 This hiatus was short lived.
The period from the late 1980s into the 1990s became a watershed in the
history of child protection internationally, and themes associated with
child abuse came to be applied to new religions.49 Beginning with raids
on The (Australian) Family in 1987, the perceived threat posed by new
religions to children became the prime focus for controversy during this
period.

The history of The (Australian) Family, not to be confused with the
Children of God who also used this name, remains highly contested.50 In
brief, The (Australian) Family was a small esoteric group established in
Melbourne during the 1960s. Founder Anne Hamilton-Byrne (1921–
2019) combined pre-existing esoteric currents with 1960s enthusiasm for
Eastern spiritual practices—in particular, forms of yoga. Throughout the
late 1970s and into the 1980s the group maintained a presence in com-
munities in the Dandenong Ranges in Northern Victoria, particularly in
the rural hamlets around Lake Eildon. Following a complex series of
events, in 1987 The (Australian) Family became the subject of an exten-
sive child services investigation and police raid that resulted in twenty-
seven children being taken on as state wards amid claims of forced
drugging, maltreatment, and later revelations of considerable financial
and identity fraud.

No initial charges were laid and Hamilton-Byrne, who had acquired
considerable international property holdings, relocated overseas to the
Catskill Mountains in New York State. Despite an extensive media cam-
paign and the establishment of a police task force codenamed
Operation Forest, Hamilton-Byrne evaded authorities until the 1993
siege and assault on the Branch Davidian community outside Waco,
Texas, by federal agents, through which information emerged that re-
sulted in her extradition.51 Hamilton-Byrne and her husband pleaded
guilty to charges of forging documents and were fined $5,000 (AUD)
each. While often accompanied by sensationalism, stories about The
(Australian) Family’s treatment of children were harrowing, and helped
to sensitize the Australian public to new religions as a threat to children.
This also contributed to the Australian episode of the international
panic over so-called Satanic Ritual Abuse.

Most accounts date the appearance of Satanic Ritual Abuse claims in
Australia to August 1986, when several American advocates for the belief
in extensive child abuse being undertaken by multi-generational Satanic
cults attended the Sixth International Conference on Child Abuse and
Neglect held in Melbourne, followed by specialist seminars for mental
health workers.52 However, as overseas, many of the wider fears associ-
ated with alleged “devil worship,” which accompanied the so-called
“Occult Revival”53 of the 1960s, had been present in Australia
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sporadically since the mid-1960s.54 Concern about this, particularly in
Christian circles, led to the Anglican Diocese of Sydney establishing
a 1974–1975 commission of enquiry and a much publicized report into
“The Occult.”55 This type of material, along with imported religious
literature from the United States and United Kingdom, lay the founda-
tions for Christian responses during the 1980s and into the 1990s—with
Satanic Ritual Abuse tropes mirroring those found internationally hit-
ting the media as early as 1987.56

The first clinical and legal cases of alleged Satanic Ritual Abuse in
Australia soon appeared. By the early 1990s a significant number of
mental health professionals had become convinced of its reality and
were holding large conferences and distributing guidelines for dealing
with such cases across Australia—sometimes with the explicit sanction of
larger mental health bodies.57 To truncate a lengthy narrative, all the
same constituencies who have been identified in the dissemination of
ideas relating to “Satanic Panic” in cases overseas, from conservative
Pentecostal and evangelical Christians, through feminist activists and
social workers, to mental health professionals, the media, and cult-
awareness groups, eventually came to see Satanism as a real and present
danger to Australian children. These advocates found support particu-
larly in the New South Wales Legislative Council from parliamentarians
such as conservative Christian Democrat Reverend Fred Nile (b. 1934)
and controversial Australian Labor Party parliamentarian Franca Arena
(b. 1939), who both attempted, in different ways, to politicize these
concerns.

Amid conspiratorial claims voiced under parliamentary privilege by
Arena, Satanic Ritual Abuse eventually became one subject of a wide-
reaching investigation by the Royal Commission into the New South
Wales Police Service, headed by Justice James Wood. The chapter on
Satanic Ritual Abuse was clear in its conclusions, finding that such claims
were, among other things, “blown up by the mass media because of their
bizarre and attention grabbing nature.”58 While the political cachet of
Satanic Ritual Abuse claims proved minimal, in the meantime some cult-
awareness activists had embraced these claims. Their influence, com-
bined with that wielded by feminist activists from within the social work
sector and parts of the media, made the threat a near ubiquitous, though
never entirely unchallenged, feature in the Australian press.59

In Australia the more established evangelical counter-cult activists
were not to blame for promoting belief in Satanic Ritual Abuse, and,
like their international co-religionists, proved more cautious. Exceptions
included fringe figures in small Pentecostal churches, convicted crim-
inals dubiously claiming to be ex-Satanists in the Mike Warnke mould,60

and a former policeman turned Pentecostal pastor who was the source of
some of the more exaggerated claims about satanic activity in New South
Wales.61 However, more established Christian counter-cult activists, such
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as Churches of Christ minister Reverend Adrian van Leen of Concerned
Christian Growth Ministries, early on expressed suspicion about the more
extreme claims. Even Jan Groenveld of the Cult Awareness and
Information Centre, by her own admission a victim of clerical child abuse
who would have otherwise been sympathetic to claims about Satanic
Ritual Abuse-based repressed memories, found herself the victim of these
accusations by her own daughter.62 That said, Satanic Ritual Abuse claims
in Australia were not without their supporters among some cult-awareness
activists, and this period witnessed the entry into the Australian “cult
scene” of other, more militant, figures.

Tony McClelland founded CultAware in 1992 following his son’s
involvement in Scientology, and from the outset sought to create an
Australian equivalent to the Cult Awareness Network in the United
States.63 As well as protesting outside of Scientology headquarters and
lobbying government, McClelland’s group became involved with advo-
cates of belief in Satanic Ritual Abuse. The most vocal of these advocates
was Martin Katchen, a former student, and arguably protégée, of
University of Colorado academic and one-time anti-Satanist campaigner
Carl Raschke.64 In the early 1990s, Katchen, then a doctoral student in
the University of Sydney’s Department of Studies in Religion, became
a devoted campaigner in Australia. His contribution to the book Out of
Darkness (1990), a key text for those who believed in the reality of Satanic
Ritual Abuse, proved influential.65 Katchen was a self-identified anticult
activist with links to the Cult Awareness Network. Through a series of
presentations at anticult conferences and elsewhere, he sought to lend
an academic veneer to the more extreme claims that had emerged in
parts of the Australian media. His work, however, appears to have been
received with ambiguity, even in cult-awareness circles.66 With a handful
of academic publications under his belt, and having contributed to the
short-lived satanic panic in Australia, Katchen was eventually awarded his
doctorate by the University of Sydney in 1997 on the topic of “Children
of Brainwashing: Traumatic Dissociation in Persons Raised in Thought
Reforming Religious Movements.” After this he ceased to publish widely.
Katchen and other activists’ involvement with the Cult Awareness
Network, however, provided a casus belli to Scientology and coincided
with the emergence of a new coalition in Australia who responded to this
controversy.

By the early 1990s the members of the Action Group for Religious
Liberty—a successor to the Better Family Relations Association—had
already seen the potential danger of ideas regarding Satanic Ritual
Abuse.67 The group’s semi-regular newsletter at the time preempted the
media crisis to come. Reverend David Griffith from the Church of
Scientology, for example, attended the 1989 Society for the Scientific
Study of Religion meeting in Salt Lake City and noted in a subsequent
newsletter article the potential for a Satanic Ritual Abuse based “witch
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hunt” to occur in Australia.68 Similarly, self-professed conservative
Anglican Reverend Ian Hunter—whose own church had witnessed acts
of desecration—penned a sober, if somewhat misinformed, piece on the
“occult.”69 Despite the meagre resources and influence of the group, by
late 1991 the Australian media had embraced many of the excesses of
“Satanic Panic” exhibited internationally.

The Action Group for Religious Liberty was not alone in seeking to
challenge Satanic Ritual Abuse claims. The Pan-Pacific Pagan Alliance
sought to dispel misinformation about Neopaganism during the early
1990s.70 The alliance, however, proved more successful in the media,
leading to a number of more careful feature articles that differentiated
Pagan practices from Satanic Ritual Abuse claims and since this time
hostility to Neopagans in Australia has generally been markedly less than
other new religions.71

The Action Group for Religious Liberty disbanded soon after the
1993 death of central figure Noel Ryan. In the ensuing years, members
of Scientology publicly rebuked cult-awareness activists like Katchen and
fellow campaigner psychiatrist Anne Schlebaum.72 Just as CultAware
picketed their churches, Scientologists responded in kind and harried
other passers-by with claims about CultAware’s complicity in fostering
“Satanic Panic” at their events — highlighting in particular how claims
overseas had been discredited, and pointing to media reports impugn-
ing Schlebaum’s testimony to the Wood Royal commission. After the
Commission’s report heavily criticized Schlebaum’s work with alleged
victims, and Arena’s ignominious fall from grace in the late 1990s, wide-
spread concern over Satanic Ritual Abuse disappeared quietly. The skep-
tical line became more widespread, particularly in the media.73 Even
police surgeon Ed Ogden, who had personally witnessed the damage
wrought on the children of The (Australian) Family and who had earlier
been cited by Fred Nile in parliament regarding satanic cults, came to
adopt a skeptical position.74

However, while this controversy simmered, a far more dramatic event
took place surrounding The Family (formerly the Children of God).
Years of activism by figures such as Adrian van Leen in his Take
a Closer Look newsletter; scrutiny from social services resulting from a cus-
tody dispute between a current and former member; and the formation
of Project Disk and Project Omen, both New South Wales police task-
forces charged with investigating reports of child abuse, resulted in the
next Australian cult controversy, this time surrounding the small remnant
community of the Children of God (then known as the Family of Love,
now The Family International). Initially in response to a public tip given
to a hotline established in a campaign to address child abuse in October
1991, pressure from tabloid media program A Current Affair,75 and coin-
ciding with a wider international push against The Family in Argentina
and other countries,76 circumstances escalated and led to a series of
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dramatic raids on the group’s communal houses in Sydney and
Melbourne on 15 May 1992. These raids resulted in 142 children being
taken into protective custody and was, as historians Dorothy Scott and
Shurlee Swain noted, the “largest, most dramatic, and most public child
protection intervention in Australian history.”77

Unlike many earlier cult-awareness measures, however, this event
resulted in both promoting considerable public sympathy and mobiliz-
ing the media against the raids. Vocal churchmen, including later cult
critic and Uniting Church minister Reverend David Millikan, publicly
questioned the integrity of the raids; conservative Fred Nile prayed with
members of The Family.78 At the same time, Victorian Premier Joan
Kirner (1938–2015) made a tasteless joke, subsequently repeated across
the media, which captured the general mood: “What is the difference
between Community Services Victoria and a Doberman?” The answer
given was “a Doberman eventually returns your children.”79 While the
cause of child protection was something that those across the political
spectrum supported, this case was widely seen as an act of hubris and
bureaucratic overreach by child services.

Amid much media grandstanding, legal counsel for The Family in
Sydney, Chris Murphy, ruthlessly attacked the Department of
Community Services’ case and by October 1992 had negotiated an
interim settlement in New South Wales that obligated the parents to
provide greater socialization for their children outside the religious
community. In Victoria, however, matters were complicated, and as
Kirner’s “joke” above suggests, more politically heated. Unlike the argu-
ably sloppy legal case in New South Wales, Community Services Victoria
had enlisted the services of Ian Freckelton, a lawyer and legal scholar of
considerable weight with an interest in cult-awareness issues, whose legal
team had compiled what all parties acknowledge was a weighty brief in
what was referred to as the “White Book.”80 After considerable legal
argument over an extended series of hearings, a mediation agreement
was reached in Victoria in April 1994. Later, in New South Wales, a num-
ber of members were eventually awarded considerable damages when
the State Supreme Court found the raids to have been illegal.81

However, the nationwide media controversy this case attracted
ensured the effective end of The Family’s public missionary work in
Australia. While some community leaders later became briefly involved
with the Action Group for Religious Liberty, The Family ceased to be
a major part of the Australian cult scene, and leading members of the
group soon moved to other missionary fields overseas without further
controversy. While the saga over The Family was still before the courts,
however, the events outside Waco, Texas, which the Australian tabloid
television program A Current Affair had already played an initial role in
exposing, occasioned the fourth wave of cult controversy in Australia—
that over potentially explosive “doomsday cults.”
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DOOMSDAY FEARS (1993–2000)

As the final decade of the millennium drew to a close, a handful of
international events involving so-called “Doomsday cults” led to
increased interest in millennialist religious groups by law enforcement
agencies and the media.82 Though geographically distant, Australia felt
the impact of events surrounding the Branch Davidians at Waco (1993);
Aum Shinrikyo in Tokyo (1995); the Order of the Solar Temple in
Quebec (1994 and 1997), France (1995), and Switzerland (1994); and
Heaven’s Gate in San Diego (1997). Each of these groups except
Heaven’s Gate had some link to Australia. Australian moral entrepre-
neurs were able to capitalize on fears about “doomsday cults” to tempo-
rarily draw the “cult problem” back into the public eye.

Within days of the 1993 tragedy at Waco, New South Wales Liberal
Party Member of the Legislative Council Stephen Mutch presented
a report to the state parliament on “Cults in Australia.” He encouraged
his colleagues to establish a select committee on cult activities along
similar lines as that called for by Moore regarding the Children of
God fifteen years prior. This was not the first time Mutch had raised the
“cult problem” in parliament: a year prior he had publicly criticized
a self-help group named Kenja, and according to his own account, he
had been interested in the issue since at least the early 1980s. Mutch’s
speech, however, attracted little political support except from Franca
Arena, but it did touch on the Zeitgeist, and fears about purported cult
violence were to grow over the next eight years.83

This palpable millennial panic manifested in public concern about
a handful of groups that the media depicted as having the potential to
commit acts of millennially inspired violence against either their own
members or those surrounding them.84 While security agencies partially
shared these concerns, what arguably set Australia apart was that the two
most public millennial groups were not predominantly inspired by the
kinds of Protestant premillennial concerns found elsewhere in the
Western world, but both were apocalyptic sects that at the time self-
identified as Roman Catholic. The self-appointed prophets of the
Magnificat Meal Movement and the Order of Saint Charbel were both
representative of a visionary milieu that had developed in sectors of the
Roman Catholic Church in Australia and internationally since the 1960s.
Debra Burslem (b. 1953)—later Geileskey—and William Kamm (b. 1950,
better known as “The Little Pebble”) had been reared and nurtured in
the atmosphere of post-War pre-Vatican II devotional piety and anti-
communism, and considered themselves devout Catholics. In the late
1960s when the vernacular liturgy, in particular, became more wide-
spread, it alienated a significant, though often almost entirely neglected,
segment within the Catholic Church in Australia, particularly amongst
European migrants for whom traditional forms of worship and devotion
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had assisted cultural transition. All that was needed to ignite this spiritual
powder keg was a spark, and the upsurge in purported Marian apparitions
critical of the post-Vatican II church, beginning with the visions of Rosa
Quattrini (1909–1981) at the village of San Damiano in Italy during the
1960s, provided that spark. From the early 1970s, many Roman Catholic
migrants of Anglo-Irish, Italian, Maltese, Lebanese, and Polish heritage
strongly embraced new devotions, establishing localized pilgrimage sites
and enthusiastically sharing the latest “messages from heaven” in para-
church prayer groups. As the content of these messages became increas-
ingly apocalyptic and critical of contemporary trends in the Church, some
of these para-church groups found themselves in conflict with diocesan
authorities. Both the Magnificat Meal Movement and the Charbelites
emerged from this wider milieu in the mid-to-late 1980s and into the
1990s.85

By the time of the Branch Davidian situation in 1993, which height-
ened public attention on “doomsday cults,” both these groups had estab-
lished communes in their respective towns of Helidon (Magnificat Meal
Movement) and Nowra (the Charbelites), and both had found themselves
in a degree of conflict with local priests and bishops. However, owing to
the historical reluctance to give credence to purported Marian appari-
tions by opening official investigations, both dioceses initially kept aloof of
developments and sought to deal with matters on a low-key and local basis.
This proved ineffective, and large numbers of pilgrims attended both
apparition sites from Australia and overseas. Disturbing reports forced
both diocesan bishops to act more decisively. In the meantime, the local
media—with the tacit encouragement of elements in the Church—drew
on “doomsday cult” themes to depict both dissident Catholic groups as
threats, circulating reports about planned mass suicides.86

First in the Diocese of Toowoomba (beginning 1997), and later in
the Diocese of Wollongong (beginning 1998), local bishops established
canonically sanctioned diocesan inquiries into the veracity of the alleged
apparitions. The reports of both inquiries, only made public in official
statements, were equally damning.87 The episcopal decrees issued by
Bishops William Morris (in 1999) and Peter Ingham (in 2002) con-
cluded that both groups were inauthentic expressions of the Roman
Catholic religious life, and that both seers—Kamm and Burslem—were
at best deluded dupes, at worst culpable false prophets, wilfully leading
the faithful astray and unwilling to submit to legitimate episcopal over-
sight.88 While the media covered both episcopal decrees at length, this
did not settle the matter in the secular sphere and both groups continue
to operate. The Magnificat Meal Movement has denounced any Roman
Catholic connection and transformed into a New Age apocalyptic
group.89 The Charbelites still strongly adhere to their claimed
Catholic identity, though amid Kamm’s ongoing legal battles and dwin-
dling numbers they have declined considerably.90
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Despite the media furor, the transition to the new millennium passed
without major incident in Australia and the panics involving both groups
proved to be short-lived. However, they clearly highlight how wider
societal fears, coupled with opposition from influential sectors of the
wider community—in this case the Catholic Church—could easily esca-
late into a full-blown cult panic. It is also worth noting, by way of conclu-
sion, that police investigations into both groups, while not establishing
a credible wider societal threat of violence, did ultimately uncover serious
and indictable offenses. In the case of the Charbelites, media scrutiny and
police investigation led to Kamm’s eventual conviction for sexually based
offenses against teenage female followers, and he served a lengthy prison
term.91 In the case of Burslem, the shadow of possible future legal pro-
ceedings for alleged financial misdemeanors continues to hang over her.
However, her current residence in Vanuatu precludes prosecution, and at
the time of writing members of the Magnificat Meal Movement have been
convicted of only minor offenses relating to the disruption of worship in
a local Catholic Church in 1999.92

CONCLUSION

These four waves of “cult controversy” in Australia, spanning from
the 1960s to the year 2000, present some of the complex social and
political dynamics that have operated in Australia as well as signalling
areas for future historical inquiry and analysis. These vignettes demon-
strate that, far from being a marginal battleground for minor skirmishes,
Australia has been in an internationally significant, but often over-
looked, theater of the global “cult wars.”

In the first wave, Australia witnessed the foundation of the first docu-
mented cult-awareness group and the first sustained attempt by secular
governments to apply the “brainwashing” thesis to a new religion and
utilize mental health legislation as a form of social control. Moreover,
the case of the Committee for Mental Health and National Security
and its Cold War era worldview demonstrates how Korean War era fears
about communist subversion came to be transmitted to new religions
in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The second wave of cult controversy
took its cue from events overseas, but owing to earlier experience
surrounding Scientology bans, the types of legislative debates that had
occurred overseas were less prevalent in Australia; while clearly unim-
pressed by the activities of several new religions, politicians were unwill-
ing to engage in heavy handed statutory actions. Despite this, cult
stereotypes were to prove powerful media images that have endured
into the present, and while new religions were arguably effective in
lobbying parliamentarians, they were far less effective in influencing
wider public opinion.
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The third wave also followed international precedents in importing
anticult fears about child safety. However, the Satanic Ritual Abuse scare
in Australia was shorter lived than elsewhere. As happened overseas, new
religions campaigned against it, assisted in this regard by a general
unwillingness of the larger churches to pay credence to satanic abuse
claims and less credulity from influential Christian counter-cult activists.
These events, however, deserve far closer study than they have received.
The account given herein only scratches the surface of how the politi-
cization of child protection saw outrageous claims being widely pro-
moted such that an entire chapter of the groundbreaking report of
the Wood Royal Commission needed to be dedicated to Satanic Ritual
Abuse. The fourth wave, focused on doomsday fears and millennial
anxieties, also closely followed overseas events. Historical demographic
factors in Australia saw two unlikely groups come to the fore, both of
which were as much products of a wider social matrix of conservative
discontent within the Catholic Church as wider millenarian currents.
While law enforcement kept close watch on these groups and ultimately
the feared violence never eventuated, the increased scrutiny contributed
to the decline of both groups. Coupled with the highly publicized sanc-
tions imposed by the Catholic Church both groups were delegitimized
and their considerable appeal among disenchanted Catholics was neu-
tralized. The Magnificat Meal Movement and the Charbelites demon-
strate important case studies for how salient interests from church and
state can still operate in tandem to sanction unpopular religious groups
even in ostensibly heavily secularized countries such as Australia.

This historical repositioning of Australia’s place in the social con-
structions of the “cult problem” provides a wider and much-needed
international perspective. This essay, therefore, serves as a clarion call
to other Australian scholars to further embrace study of both home-
grown NRMs and those that have come from overseas because of the
significant place Australia holds in the wider history of new religions.
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